
WORLD HORIZON

074212 - Artichoke Quarter In Brine
Our artichokes are sourced from some of the best growing regions in the world. Known for having an exceptional growing climate, Peru and Spain  consistently produces some of the best artichokes on the market. Processed using only globe artichokes, these items have a mild, earthy, sweet flavor that serves as the
perfect complement to a large variety of dishes and food items. Tender leaves and hearts lend themselves to be used in signature recipes or as premium garnishes for salads, pastas and cheese boards.  

"* Strict production and quality standards ensure consistent sizing and quality.
* Saves both time and labor compared to trimming and cooking artichokes from scratch
* Versatile ingredient capable of being used across a range of menu items
* Good source of vitamin A, potassium and phosphorus.
* High in fiber
* Clean yellow/green color free from oxidation
* Consistently short stems for higher percentage of hearts to leaves compared to MB items.
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Brand Manufacturer Product Category

WORLD HORIZON REMA FOODS Vegetables, Other, Fresh

MFG # SPC # GTIN Pack Pack Desc.

20038WH 074212 10752549305043 6 6/3 KG

Gross Weight Net Weight Country of Origin Kosher Child Nutrition

41lb 40lb PER No No

Shipping Information

Length Width Height Volume TIxHI Shelf Life Storage Temp From/To

6in 12.75in 18.75in 0.83ft3 1x1 0DAYS 40°F / 111°F

STORE IN A COOL, DRY PLACE.

Use in salad

Open and use
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